Content, Media, Carrier types for sound and moving image resources

Content

performed music
sounds
spoken word
three-dimensional moving image
two-dimensional moving image

Media

audio
video

Carrier

Audio carriers                Video carriers
audio cartridge              video cartridge
audio cylinder               videocassette
audio disc                   videodisc
sound track reel             videotape reel
audio roll                   other video carrier
audiocassette
audiotape reel
other audio carrier
Content—Media—Carrier for commonly-encountered materials

Textual monograph

336  text $b txt $2 rdacontent
337  unmediated $b n $2 rdamedia
338  volume $b v $2 rdacarrier

VHS

336  two-dimensional moving image $b tdi $2 rdacontent
337  video $b v $2 rdamedia
338  videocassette $b vf $2 rdacarrier

DVD or Blu-ray

336  two-dimensional moving image $b tdi $2 rdacontent*
337  video $b v $2 rdamedia
338  videodisc $b vd $2 rdacarrier

Compact disc (music)

336  performed music $b prm $2 rdacontent
337  audio $b s $2 rdamedia
338  audio disc $b sd $2 rdacarrier

Compact disc (spoken, e.g audiobook)

336  spoken word $b spw $2 rdacontent
337  audio $b s $2 rdamedia
338  audio disc $bsd $2 rdacarrier

CD-ROM

336  text $b txt $2 rdacontent
337  computer $b c $2 rdamedia
338  computer disc $b cd $2 rdacarrier
When calls the heart [videorecording] : second chances / Hallmark Channel presents ; a Brad Krevoy Television and Believe Pictures production ; producers, Vicki Sotheran, Greg Malcolm ; written by Kim Beyer-Johnson and Jon Nappa ; directed by Neill Fearnley.

Second chances


1 videodisc (87 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.

In English with optional subtitles in Spanish; optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing (SDH).

Erin Krakow, Chad Willett, Chelah Horsdal, Connor Stanhope, Martin Cummins, Daniel Lissing, Lori Loughlin.

Director of photography, Michael Balfry ; editor, Bridget Durnford.

Originally broadcast as a television motion picture.

Based on the novel When calls the heart, by Janette Oke.

Not rated.

"Jack's ... feelings for Elizabeth ... develop beyond friendship and he finally asks her out on a date. Meanwhile, the town prepares for the return of Adam Miller, the lone survivor of the mine disaster"--Container.

Special features include a making-of featurette.
Exhibit B

When calls the heart: second chances / Hallmark Channel presents; a Brad Krevoy Television and Believe Pictures production; producers, Vicki Sotheran, Greg Malcolm; written by Kim Beyer-Johnson and Jon Nappa; directed by Neill Fearnley.

Second chances

[Nashville, TN]: Frontier Productions; Word Films, [2014]

1 videodisc (87 min.): sound, color; 4 3/4 in.
two-dimensional moving image v tdi rdacontent
video v2 rdamedia
videodisc v2 rdacarrier
digital optical surround stereo Dolby digital 5.1 rda
NTSC rda
video file DVD video region 1 rda

In English with optional subtitles in Spanish; optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing (SDH).

Director of photography, Michael Balfry; editor, Bridget Durnford.
Erin Krakow, Chad Willett, Chelah Horsdal, Connor Stanhope, Martin Cummins, Daniel Lissing, Lori Loughlin.

Originally broadcast as a television motion picture.

16x9, full screen presentation.
Based on the novel When calls the heart, by Janette Oke.

Not rated.

"Jack's... feelings for Elizabeth... develop beyond friendship and he finally asks her out on a date. Meanwhile, the town prepares for the return of Adam Miller, the lone survivor of the mine disaster"--Container.

Special features include a making-of featurette.

Motion picture adaptation of (work): Oke, Janette, 1935- When calls the heart.
A long way off: the modern day story of the prodigal son / Prodigal Films LLC; in association with Uptone Pictures & CMD Distribution presents; screenplay by Jon Macy; producer, Michael Davis; directed by Michael Davis and John Errinton.

Modern day story of the prodigal son

Robert Davi, Edie McClurg, Jason Burkey, John Diehl, Dave Blamy, Zoe Myers, Johanna Jowett, Rusty Martin, Robert Amaya.

Rating: PG; for thematic elements, some suggestive content and smoking

Young Jacob is tired of living on the family farm. One day he demands an early inheritance, and is shocked when his father agrees. For a while he does surprisingly well: he's got money, ladies, prestige. But when he loses it all and sinks lower than rock bottom, he comes to his senses and heads home determined to start all over in his father's business. Will his father welcome him back with open arms or anger?

Music by Craig Brandywyne.
Exhibit D

Hillsong United (Musical group), ℗ performer.
Empires / ℗ Hillsong United.
[Place of publication not identified] : ℗ Universal Music Group, ℗ [2015]
©2015
1 audio disc (72 min.) : ℗ CD audio, digital ; ℗ 4 3/4 in. + ℗ 1 booklet.
011200
performed music ℗ prn ℗ 2 rdacontent
audio ℗ s ℗ 2 rdamedia
audio disc ℗ sd ℗ 2 rdacarrier
digital ℗ 2 rda
audio file ℗ CD audio ℗ 2 rda
Title from sell sheet.
Duration: 72 min.
Hillsong United.
Compact disc.
Lyrics on container insert.

Exhibit E

Chantilly, VA : ℗ Teaching Co., ℗ [2004]
Prince Frederick, MD : ℗ Recorded Books, ℗ [2004?]
©2004
18 audio discs (approximately 1080 min.) : ℗ digital ; ℗ 4 3/4 in.
180000
spoken word ℗ spw ℗ 2 rdacontent
audio ℗ s ℗ 2 rdamedia
audio disc ℗ sd ℗ 2 rdacarrier
The great courses
Luke Timothy Johnson, Emory University, lecturer.
Compact disc.